
At the End of the Tunnel 

The film is a non-conventional experimental documentary, exploring menstruation through the 
stories, experience, accounts and views of women. It’s about questioning the offence society has 
taken at menstruation and the female form. So the documentary part of the film is a voice over or 
audio recording of a variety of women speaking about their menstruation cycle and the 
experimental part is the imagery or the visuals. The film is in three acts, first act is first periods, 
second act pain (Physical and/or mental) and the final act is celebration.    

The imagery in the piece is expressionistic in nature in terms of it complementing the voice over of 
the film and the three acts, but also through the acting it about you poses and body language to 
convey a message. So the imagery will evolve and change with each act. The style of the imagery 
will be similar to stills photography.

NB: There will be no nudity in the piece. The costume as the piece progress will show more skin 
e.g. arms and legs but nothing more. 

Costume: For the first two act (First period/Pain) the costume will consisted of items of clothing that 
have long legs and arms to cover the skin. The clothing will also be loose and without much body 
shape. The costume for the last act (Celebration) will either be a skin coloured or white one piece 
swimming costume. 

Actor Imagery:

First Periods:
Location: Field

The Imagery in the first act is about showing the silence, the shame and the disassociation women 
feel about their bodies due to the societal stigma of menstruation. 
The types of imagery in this part of the film will be about showing women swamped by negative 
space and they're surroundings.
Imagery:

- A women lying in field with her back to the camera
- Woman Lying on the floor on her back (Face obscured)
- Women Standing with her back to the camera
- Woman walking in and out of frame (Getting Further from the camera until she isn't their)
- Half of a women face at the side of frame (Her face is out of focus but the field is in focus)
- Woman Hidden from View, lost in the space
- Woman wrapped in sheet (Face obscured and sheet blowing in the wind)

Pain:
Location: Woodland

Imagery in this act is about exploring the physical and mental pain of a period. Its about how a 
women is bond to the natural and the unnatural parts of her menstrual cycle. So the natural is a 
women feeling the physical pain of her period and the unnatural part is the mental strain women 
feel from the pressure of society to keep their menstrual cycle to themselves and how the physical 
pain of a period is often overlooked by society. 
The imagery in this act is showing a women in a natural setting like a forest and showing how a 
women is bond to this.   

- Women Balancing on rock or tree
- Woman tied or bond to a tree 



- Bare-feet 
- Mud between toes
- Dirty Soles
- Dirt under toenail 
- String wrapped around woman’s abdomen
- Blindfolded woman
- Hand Bond behind back          

Celebration:
Location: Bathroom

The imagery in this part is about embracing and exploring the beauty and rebirth of menstruation. 
Its about showing that women and the natural process of menstruation is not  gross, shame, but is 
rather about the power or gift a women has of holding life.      

- Woman lying in clouded bath, blood appearing from her legs and turning the bath red. 
• Blood in the bath 
• Women’s face in the bath (facial shots)
• Body Shots (Legs, arms, shoulders, neck)

- A woman’s legs standing in water (Feet concealed in water)
- Blood running down a woman’s leg
- Water being dripped onto a woman’s forehead
- Woman knelt in bath pouring water down her 
- Face piercing through water (Rebirth)
- A woman’s legs standing in water (Feet concealed in water)

 

        


